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A great tzadik named Rav Dovid Trenk zt”l recently passed away. I believe that he is very much

alive in this week’s Sedra, as I am sure he is near the kisei hakavod up in shomayim. The Torah (20:30) relates

that when Aharon was niftar, everyone mourned him for thirty days. The Medrash (Avos D’Rebbe Nosson and

Yalkut) notes that Klal Yisrael mourned Aharon for longer than they did for Moshe Rabbeinu. This discrepancy

was caused, at least in part, because “Aharon never criticized anyone. He would greet everyone, even if they

were wicked. When one of these sinners who had been greeted warmly by Aharon wished to sin the next day, he

would think ‘how can I face Aharon as a sinner after he was so nice to me?’” The Maharshag (Teshuvos Yoreh

Deah 1:43) asks a powerful question: How could Aharon act in this way? Didn’t he, like every Jew, have the

obligation to admonish someone who is sinning? This is called the mitzvah of hocheach tocheach which

devolves upon all Jews equally!

The Maharshag’s answer should be a life’s lesson for all of us and embodies the essence of Rav

Dovid Trenk. He explains that the mitzvah of tochacha is for each of us to do what works best for us in

preventing people from sinning further. For some people this means giving mussar – chastisement and

admonition – just as Moshe Rabbeinu did. But some people just know that they can be more effective in kiruv by

being kind, gentle and forgiving. This was the way of Aharon. When Rav Trenk entered the dorm, he used to call

out “watch out Trenk’s here” so that he would not embarrass anyone who was doing something wrong. He did

not engage in “gotcha!” behavior but made his points with love and caring. As the Maharshag teaches us, this

may not be for everyone but it certainly bore fruit in Rav Trenk’s thousands of loyal and beloved talmidim.

When Rav Shach zt”l, well over 90 years old, started the Degel Hatorah political party, he mentioned the fact

that Aharon was more universally beloved than Moshe Rabbeinu. But, obviously sympathizing with Moshe

Rabbeinu, he declared that Aharon had the liberty to be kind to everyone because he did not have to make

Halachic decisions. “However, Moshe was a Posek,” the Rosh Yeshiva thundered “and he sometimes must

render decisions saying “you are right and so-and-so is wrong.”

We may conclude from both the Maharshag and Rav Shach that there is no one method for either

avodas Hashem or kiruv which fits all. As long as someone tries his best l’shem shomayim, he will be rewarded

for his efforts.

The Imrei Emes of Gur was bothered by the question of how could it be that Klal Yisrael

mourned less for Moshe Rabbeinu than for Aharon. After all, he was the one who took us out of Mitzrayim, gave

us the Torah and brought us to the point where we could enter Eretz Yisrael. His son the Bais Yisrael answered

that since the Zohar (569) teaches that “some aspect of Moshe Rabbeinu exists in every generation,” there was

less mourning for him than Aharon because he was still considered to be alive (see Sotah 13b). Surely this is true

of all great Gedolim whose work is carried on beyond their earthly lives. In this, Rav Dovid Trenk and all like

him live on in our hearts, minds and souls. May we learn his lesson to love every Jew so perfectly that we have

no criticism for him at all, only the deepest concern for his holy and potentially great soul.
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We continue this week with the Halachos of the 17th of Tamuz and the Three Weeks

Question: Is there a difference between making a Birchas Shehechiyanu and a Birchas HaTov Umeitiv during the

Three Weeks:

Answer: Yes. Some say there is only a prohibition to make a Shehechiyanu and others say it is also prohibited to

make a Hatov Vehameitiv. To explain further requires a bit of an introduction. The Shulchan Aruch (551:17) states

that we should try to avoid making a Shehechiyanu during the Three Weeks. The Mishnah Berurah (98) explains that

since this is a time of tragedy (the Churban Bais Hamikdash and other calamities) it is inappropriate to make a

blessing indicating happiness upon arriving at “zman hazeh – this time.” The Gra, however, holds that this is an

unnecessary stringency (chumra yeseirah). In fact, the Terumas Hadeshen (quoted by his student the Leket Yosher

page 107) did make a Shehechiyanu during the Three Weeks if something important came up. The Taz, too, disagrees

with the Shulchan Aruch in this area. However, the majority of Poskim follow the Shulchan Aruch to avoid

Shehechiyanu. Now, what about Hatov Vehameitiv? Those who forbid it (Rav Yaakov Emden, Kaf Hachaim, Igros

Moshe 3:80) hold that there is no difference between Shehechiyanu and Hatov Vehameitive except that the first is for

one person and the second is for many (Shulchan Aruch 223). For instance if one buys a new car for himself, such a

tiny sports car, he makes a Shehechiyanu but on a family van makes a Hatov Vehameitiv. Therefore, regarding the

Three Weeks there is no difference. However, the Mogen Avrohom and others hold that the only prohibition regarding

the Three Weeks is saying the words La’zeman hazeh which does not apply to Hatov Vehamaitiv. On the other hand,

the Baal Halachos Ketanos holds that the prohibition has nothing to do with La’zeman hazeh only with aveilus –

mourning for the churban and this applies to both berachos.

Bottom Line: If possible it is best to avoid unnecessarily making a Shehechiyanu and Hatov Vehameitiv. If given a

choice Hatov Umeitiv is preferable. In any case, during the Nine Days all hold that both are forbidden.

Question: May a Bar Mitzvah boy take a haircut in honor of his Bar Mitzvah if it is his birthday?

Answer: Some Poskim say no (Rav Chaim Kanievsky shlita in Toras Hamoadim page 7; Rav Menashe Klein in

Mishnah Halachos 6:45; Rav Moshe Feinstein in Moadei Yeshurun, page 128) and some say yes (Rav Yitzchok

Leibes in Bais Avi 2:58; Rivevos Ephraim 1:337 and 2:155:20). It is best for him take a haircut before the Three

Weeks. If it is extremely urgent, he may take a haircut during the Three Weeks themselves.

Question: I know that it is forbidden to swim during the Nine Days, but I have heard varying opinions about how

careful one should be during the Three Weeks because of danger. What is the actual Halacha?

Answer: You have heard correctly. There are indeed some major opinions that since the Three Weeks is a time of

“bad mazel” one must be extra scrupulous not to do anything dangerous (Rav Moshe Feinstein quoted in Moadei

Yeshurun, page 128; Rav Moshe Sternbuch, Teshuvos Vehanhagos 2:263; Steipler Gaon in Orchos Rabbeinu 2:129

and Rav Y.S. Elyashiv quoted in Minhagei Bein Hametzorim). According to these opinions therefore one should not

swim in the deep water of an ocean, go jet skiing, sky-diving etc. One could discuss whether these activities should

ever be done, but certainly not during the Three Weeks. On the other hand, some Poskim (see Rivevos Ephraim 6:285:

2 and others) hold that there is only extra danger during the Nine Days. It is proper to try to be extra careful during the

Three Weeks as well but not to the extent of the Nine Days.
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